
Shoddy Work  Will Nediger 
 

It turns out hiring unlicensed contractors to build this grid for 

me was a mistake. At a number of intersections, they chose 

Across and Down entries that have incompatible letters, and 

instead of fixing them, they just left the pesky squares blank. 

Luckily, they left the discarded Across letters lying around, so 

once you’ve finished solving the puzzle, you can place those 

same letters in the blank spaces in a different order so that the 

resulting Across and Down entries are all ordinary English 

words. In the original grid order, those Across letters will spell 

out a description of the contractors’ work, and in the new grid 

order, they will spell out a description of your work. 

Across 

 1 Youngsters full of energy, 1 and 8 (5) 

 4 Me and my friends acquiring two grand boots (4) 

 6 Second-rate auction item with blemish (4) 

 10 Decreases in studies of fungi (4,3) 

 11 Filled with fear from a long, strange dream (7) 

 12 Part of a fil shoot with one Star Trek actor (5) 

 13 Fish paid for when it arrives (3) 

 14 Flea finally caught in web - cool (4) 

 16 Groups of grounded fliers substituting nothing for a set 

of aviator glasses? (7) 

 18 Aquatic plant in Atlantic weirdly lacking source of 

nutrients (7) 

 20 Tiny insect’s proboscis disturbed emu (2-3-2) 

 23 Another alien inhabiting our planet (2,5) 

 25 Place to hide Iranian money after retiring (4) 

 27 Regularly drives camper vans (3) 

 28 Reject salt and pepper dispenser (5) 

 31 Poor leaderless British men capturing the French (7) 

 32 Donut without… without hole? That’s sinister (7) 

 33 B-school class with price control content (4) 

 34 Conflict about English clothing (4) 

 35 Smart ass in second year (5) 

 

 

 

 

Down 

 1 Bottom drain busted (5) 

 2 Beaker without a fluid, for example, is something that 

could hold drinks (4,3) 

 3 Prisoners of war rising up and seizing second in 

command in attack from above (5) 

 4 Weird facts about iron’s impacts (7) 

 5 Nobleman snarled “En garde!” (7) 

 7 Priest embraces sinful dance (7) 

 8 Initially, Metrobus offered discounts each way (4) 

 9 Party in club: a shindig (4) 

 15 Harold Bloom’s opening up? Boring (4) 

 16 Edited half of unedited sci-fi novel (4) 

 17 Be prone to be dishonest (3) 

 19 Shirt that is a piece of formal wear (3) 

 21 Bathroom product made from fake crap (7) 

 22 Um, Rey’s a wildly, implausibly talented character (4,3) 

 23 Doctor is on HRT briefly (2,5) 

 24 Wild parties in dorms around University of California 

and University of Oklahoma (7) 

 26 Brought in young detective (4) 

 28 Pigs in front of sty drink (5) 

 29 Meze’s typically somewhat spicy (5) 

 30 Talk with Persian in France, perhaps (5) 
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